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In the absence of plasma drag, micron size dust can not be confined to the sheath as the balance

between gravity (which is directed to the wall) and electrostatic forces (which is directed away

from the wall) is never exact and dust keeps oscillating across the plasma-sheath boundary. The

oscillation does not damp in time since forces acting on the dust are conservative in nature.

Only when the plasma drag acts on the dust that it can remain confined to the sheath with the

dust trajectory mimicking a damped oscillator. It is known that in the absence of gravity, dust

performs an inward spiralling motion inside the sheath before continuously oscillating around

a small, equilibrium region. Proximity of the oscillating dust to the negatively charged wall is

determined by the number of charge on the dust. In the presence of gravity, dust can travel

much deeper inside the sheath since part of the repulsive electrostatic force on the dust is offset

by the attractive gravitational force. Further, the equilibrium position around which the dust

oscillates shifts closer to the wall. Clearly then, the plasma drag on the dust as well as gravity

and electrostatic forces plays an important role in determining the dust trajectory inside the

sheath.

The primary motivation of this work is to examine the effect of various forces on the dust

dynamics in a non–uniform flowing plasma in the presence of anoblique magnetic field. To

that end, we shall consider a bounded two–component plasma consisting of electrons and singly

charged ions in the presence of an oblique magnetic field with~B/B = (sinθ ,0,cosθ) with the

planer sheath boundary located atz= 0 and plasma filling the half spacez< 0. We shall describe

the magnetisation of the plasma by the parameterβ j = ωc j/ν jn, which is a ratio of the plasma–

cyclotron to the plasma–collision frequencies. The basic set of equations for such a collisional

sheath is solved numerically [Pandey et al., 2011].

In Fig. 1(a) – 1(d), the sheath potential, [1(a)], the electric field [1(b)], the plasma densities

[1(c)] and the charge on the dust inside the sheath, [1(d)] isshown for the following parameters,

θ = π/2, βi = 0.01, νI = 0.001ωpi , ,νin = νen = 0.1ωpi. The dotted line corresponds to the

βe = 1 and bold line toβe = 5. It is clear that with the increased electron magnetization, expect-

edly, sheath width decreases (bold line) as the electron motion is increasingly inhibited by the

magnetic field. Consequently, there is a less negative wall potential which in turn leads to less
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Figure 1: The sheath potential [1(a)], the electric field [1(b)], the plasma densities [1(c)] and

charge on the 1 and 3 micron dust inside the sheath is shown in the above figures. The solid and

dotted line reflects different values ofβe.

negative charge on the dust grain [1(d)]. Thus, the electronmagnetization, although indirectly,

plays an important role in the dust dynamics.

The dynamics of the dust grain is determined by numerically solving following set of equa-

tions
dz
dt

= vd; md
dvd
dt

= Fe,i +FE+Fg , (1)

where the drag forces Fe,i are due to both electrons and ions. The electrostatic force FE = QE

and Fg = mdg. HereQ andmd is charge and the mass of the dust respectively. The electronand

ion drag forces are [Fortov et al, 2005; Vladimirov et al, 2005]

Fe = π a2nemevteve
[(

2+z) exp(−z)+5z2)] , (2)

Fi = π a2ni mi vti vi
(
2+zτ +5z2τ2) . (3)

Here j = electron, ion, vt j =
√

kBTj/mj is the plasma thermal velocity, kB is the Boltzmann

constant, mj is the mass and Tj is the temperature of the jth specie, vj is the plasma fluid

velocities,a is the grain radius,n j is the plasma number density, z= Ze2/akB Te with Z = Q/e

is the number of grain charge andτ = Te/Ti is the ratio of plasma temperatures.

In Fig. 2 (left panel) we see the motion of the micron (a = 10−6cm) sized dust particle. As

can be seen from Fig. 1(d) that the dust is negatively charged. The initial condition chosen for
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Figure 2: The motion of the micron (left panel) and 3 micron (right panel) size grain (for the

sheath parameters of Fig. 1) is shown in the above figures. Thesolid spirals represents the dust

trajectory when only electrostatic and drag forces operatewhile dotted spiral correspond to the

case when gravity is also present.

solving dust Eq. (1) is vD = 0 at the plasma - sheath boundaryz= 0. Under the influence of

the plasma drag and electrostatic forces, dust moves towards the wall. However, as the dust

approaches the wall, the repulsive electrostatic force overcomes all other forces. Therefore,

almost halfway down the sheath, the dust turns back and almost reaches the plasma̋U sheath

boundary (z= 0) and starts the sheath ward journey under the influence of drag forces all over

again. The radius of each spiral decreases with each cycle and the dust finally gets confined to

a small region inside the sheath. The inward spiralling motion of the dust is indicative of the

dissipative nature of the collisional plasma sheath. With each turn, dust looses some amount of

energy. The dust motion mimics a driven damped oscillation in time. It is well known that dust

can perform the oscillatory motion inside the sheath due to density fluctuations. However, in the

present case, we do not introduce any density fluctuations. It would appear that the oscillatory

motion of the dust is generic to the plasma sheath.

The role of magnetic field is only indirect to the dust dynamics. It is the sheath size that is

directly affected by the magnetic field. The sheath size increases with decreasing angle between

the field and the wall. This can also be seen if we recall that inthe absence of magnetic field,

sheath has maximum potential which can be easily inferred bybalancing the electron and ion

fluxes at the plasma sheath boundary. This yield [Pandey and Vladimirov, 2011]

Φ∼=
(

1+
Ti

Te

)(
1+

4
π

kBTi

mi v2
i /2

)
M2

2
, (4)

whereM = vi/cs is the Mach number. For typical discharge conditions4 Ti ≪ Te and since

ions are almost cold,kBTi ≪mi v2
i the wall potential becomesΦ ≈M2. Corresponding sheath
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width can be estimated by using Child′s law which givesd≈M/2 in the unit of Debye length.

Therefore, ions response to the sheath electric field determines the sheath potential and its width.

The presence of magnetic field inhibits the plasma motion andchangesM. Therefore, depending

on the angle between the field and wall, the sheath width can increase or, decrease. There is no

physical reason why plasma density or velocity should exhibit any oscillation.

The plasma drag force plays an important role in confining thedust inside the sheath. In the

absence of drag, dust can sneak back into the quasineutral plasma region before falling back in

the sheath again. Thus, without drag, the confinement of dustinside sheath is difficult. Often

the grain charge is inferred by balancing the repulsive sheath field against the gravity. However

often plasma drag forces are important and dust speed is 10−20% of the ion acoustic speed,

and thus the inference of dust charge from mere balance of thesheath field with the dust gravity

should be treated with caution. While investigating the dust dynamics, we have assumed that

plasma–sheath provide the passive background.

To summarise, the penetration of the dust in the sheath depends on its charge as the interplay

between various forces results in the dust performing an inward spiralling motion causing the

dust to move back and forth in a narrow region of the sheath. With the increase in size, dust

remains closer to the plasma–sheath boundary as the larger grains become more negatively

charged and thus, the repulsive sheath electrostatic field overcomes the flow forces much earlier.
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